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Wood Tambour Door Waiver 
Wood tambour doors present unique problems if hardware or tambour doors fail.  These cabinets 
either have a bottom in the cabinet or sit on a counter top. Once the cabinet is installed, the 
tambour door mechanism cannot be serviced from inside the cabinet. Since the tambour door rolls 
up at the top of the opening or obscures the inside top and back of the cabinet, typically, tambour 
doors cannot be serviced without uninstalling the cabinet. For this reason, tambour doors that are 
installed and cannot be removed are not warranted by Davis Mill and Cabinet, LLC (DMC). DMC will 
not accept any liability for repair, replacement, or installation for failed tambour doors, or any costs 
or charges related to work done by other trades in the removal, repair, installation of said 
cabinetry. 

1. Standard tambour door mechanisms available to DMC are very limited. The applications where 

DMC may be requested to install a tambour door are many and varied. Each situation presents 

unique circumstances regarding physical limitations or other issues.  Some of these are width, 

height, and depth of the cabinet in question. Another is the particular mechanism requested. 

There may also be other unforeseen or unanticipated issues.  

2. DMC does its very best to incorporate all the various factors, into a functional end product, but 

because each situation is unique and untested, DMC cannot guarantee that the finished cabinet 

will operate flawlessly. 

3. For the reasons above, DMC does not recommend the use of tambour doors in all situations. 

 

I have read the above explanation and find it acceptable. I agree not to hold Davis Mill and Cabinet 

LLC or the dealer/designer responsible for any claims or problems resulting from these issues 

should they arise. 

 

____________________________________ _____________________________________ 

Customer’s Signature    Designer/Dealer’s Signature 

 

____________________________________ _____________________________________ 

Customer’s Name (please print)   Designer/Dealer’s Name (please print) 

 

________________________   _________________________ 

Date      Date 

 


